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Abstract 

Since quantum computer attacks will be threats to the current public key cryptographic 

systems, there has been a growing interest in Multivariate Public Key Cryptography 

(MPKC), which has the potential to resist such attacks. Finite field multiplication is 

playing a crucial role in the implementations of multivariate cryptography and most of 

them use two-input multipliers. However, there exist multiple multiplications of three 

elements in multivariate cryptography. This motivates our work of designing three-input 

multipliers, which extend the improvements on multiplication of three elements in three 

directions. First, since multivariate cryptography can be implemented over small 

composite fields, our multipliers are designed over such fields. Second, since it requires 

multiplications of two and three elements, our multipliers can execute both of them. Third, 

our multipliers adapt table look-up and polynomial basis, since they are faster over 

specific fields, respectively. We demonstrate the improvement of our design 

mathematically. We implement our design on a Field-Programmable Gate Array (FPGA), 

which shows that our design is faster than other two-input multipliers when computing 

multiplication of three elements, e.g. multiplier with field size 256 is 28.4% faster. Our 

multipliers can accelerate multivariate cryptography and mathematical applications, e.g. 

TTS is 14% faster. 

 

Keywords: Three-input multiplier, Composite field, Finite field, Table look-up, 

Polynomial basis, Gaussian elimination, Solving systems of linear equations, Multivariate 

Public Key Cryptography (MPKC), Field-Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) 

 

1. Introduction 

Quantum computers will break most of the current public key cryptographic systems, 

including RSA, DSA and ECDSA [1]. One of the countermeasures is Multivariate Public 

Key Cryptography (MPKC), which has the potential to resist quantum computer attacks 

[2]. The main strength is that its underlying mathematical problem is to solve a set of 

Multivariate Quadratic (MQ) polynomial equations over a finite field, which is proven to 

be an NP-hard problem [3]. 

During the past thirty years, multivariate cryptography has been one of the subjects of 

much researches in many areas. Multivariate signatures are claimed to be one of the 

fastest signatures, in particular, Rainbow [4] and TTS [5]. Multiple methodologies for 

accelerating the implementation of multivariate cryptography have been proposed due to 

its applicability in the area of engineering [6-14]. Among these methodologies, 

optimization of finite field multiplication is playing a crucial role since it is the most 

fundamental arithmetic in multivariate cryptography. Most of these implementations use 

two-input multipliers over a finite field, aside from a high-speed implementation of 
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Rainbow signature over 8(2 )GF [9]. However, there exist multiple multiplications of three 

elements in multivariate cryptography. 

Our contributions. This motivates our work of designing three-input multipliers for 

multivariate cryptography. We propose novel multipliers that extends the improvements 

on the multiplication of three elements in three directions compared with the known 

results. First, since most of multivariate cryptographic schemes can be implemented over 

small composite fields 2((2 ) )nGF , our multipliers can execute multiplications over such 

fields. Second, since multivariate cryptography requires multiplication of two elements 

and three elements, our multipliers can compute both of them. Third, since table look-up 

and polynomial basis methods have advantages of speed in different fields, respectively, 

our multipliers can perform multiplications based on these methods. 

We test and verify our design on a Field-Programmable Gate Array (FPGA). 

Experimental results show that our multipliers are faster than other two-input multipliers 

when computing multiplication of three elements. We demonstrate the improvement of 

our multipliers mathematically. Moreover, they can speed up Gaussian elimination and 

implementations of multivariate cryptography. Besides, our multipliers can also be used 

in other mathematical and cryptographic applications. 

Organization. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we 

introduce multiplication of three elements and how they work in multivariate 

cryptography. In Section 3, three-input multipliers over small composite fields are 

proposed. In Section 4, we evaluate the performances of our multipliers by mathematical 

analysis. In Section 5, our multipliers are implemented on a FPGA and experimental 

results are analyzed. In Section 6, we compare our design with others multipliers. In 

Section 7, we present applications of our multipliers. In Section 8, conclusions and future 

improvements are discussed.  

 

2. Preliminaries 

 
2.1. Finite Field Multiplier 

Existing two-input multipliers over finite fields are mainly designed on: 

polynomial basis, normal basis and the other basis. Besides, there has been a 

growing interest to implement arithmetic using composite field representations, 

which has been employed in many applications. 

There are few three-input multipliers, aside from [9], which uses a three-input 

polynomial basis multiplier over 8(2 )GF  to speed up Rainbow signature generations. 

Compared with our work in this paper, it can be only used in a specific application, 

while our work can be used in most of multivariate cryptographic systems and other 

PKCs. 

 

2.2. Multivariate Public Key Cryptography 

The core of multivariate cryptography is to evaluate multivariate polynomials 

over finite fields. Generally, multivariate polynomial consists of multiplication of 

two elements, multiplication of three elements and addition over a finit e field. For 

example, multivariate polynomial in Rainbow signature scheme can be represented 

by the form 

Some definitions of the coefficients are as follows. 
iO is a set of Oil variables in 

the i-th layer; 
iS  is a set of Vinegar variables in the i-th layer.  ,   and    are 

coefficients;   is a constant. 

1, ,

.
l l l l

ij i j ij i j i i

i O j S i j S i S

x x x x x   
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Solving system of linear equations over finite fields is another part of 

multivariate cryptography, e.g. Gaussian elimination and Gauss-Jordan elimination. 

These methods consist of pivoting, normalization and elimination. Let 
ija   be the 

element of i-th row and j-th column in a matrix and 
iia   be the pivot element. 

Normalization includes a multiplication of two elements, which is 1

it ii ita a a . 

Elimination includes a multiplication of three elements, which is 1

it ii ita a a  . 

In sum, multiplications of two elements and three elements are both used in 

multivariate cryptography. 

 

3. Design of Three-input Multipliers 

 
3.1. Overview of our Multipliers 

 

 

Figure 1. The Architecture of Our Multipliers 

The architecture of our multipliers is depicted in Figure 1, which consists of four parts, 

i.e. controller, multiplier over 2((2 ) )nGF  , multiplier with polynomial basis over (2 )nGF  

and multiplier with table look-up over (2 )nGF . 

In our multipliers, ,  a b d a b c d      are performed, where a, b, c, d are elements in 
2((2 ) )nGF  and p, q are irreducible polynomials over (2 )nGF  and 2((2 ) )nGF , respectively. 

According to the values of k our multipliers can be reused for different applications, 

which is illustrated in Table 1. For example, when
2(111)k   , our multipliers execute 

multiplication of three elements by using table look-up over 2((2 ) )nGF . 

k is decoded by a 3-8 line decoder, where three bits of k are connected with
1S  , 

2S  and 

3S   of the decoder, respectively.
1D ,

2D ,...
8D  are connected with other computational 

components. 
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3.2. Multiplier over (2 )nGF  on Polynomial Basis 

Table 1. Our Multipliers for Different Parameters 

Value of k Finite Field Number of  

Operands 

Method of 

Multiplication 

2(000)  (2 )nGF  2 Polynomial basis 

2(001)  (2 )nGF  2 Table look-up 

2(010)  (2 )nGF  3 Polynomial basis 

2(011)  (2 )nGF  3 Table look-up 

2(100)  2((2 ) )nGF  2 Polynomial basis 

2(101)  2((2 ) )nGF  2 Table look-up 

2(110)  2((2 ) )nGF  3 Polynomial basis 

2(111)  2((2 ) )nGF  3 Table look-up 

 

We adapt [15] to design multiplier over (2 )nGF   on polynomial basis. Field element is 

expressed in the polynomial form and field multiplication is performed in two steps. The 

first step is to perform the polynomial multiplication. The second step is to reduce modulo 

the irreducible polynomial p(x). 

Let ( )a x  and ( )b x  be elements in (2 )nGF , and 

be the expected multiplication result. 

First, we compute 
ijv   for 0,1,...,2( 1)i n    and 0,1,..., 1j n    according to  

Next, we compute 
iS   by AND logic gates for 0,1,...,2( 1)i n   by 

After that, we compute 
ic   by XOR logic gates for 0,1,..., 1i n    by 

Finally, the multiplication result is ( )c x . 

 

3.3. Multiplier over (2 )nGF  on Table Look-up 

The number of elements in (2 )nGF  is 2n  . If  is chosen as the primitive element, all 

non-zero elements can be represented as a power of  . We store ( )ik x   in address i of the 

look-up table where 

 ( ) ( )i

ik x mod p x   

and p(x) is the irreducible polynomial over (2 )nGF . 

Table 2 depicts a look-up table, where n=4 and the irreducible polynomial p(x) 

is 4 1x x   . The following are three examples for multiplications of two elements and 

1

0

( ) ( ) ( )(mod( ( )))
n

i

i

i

c x a x b x p x c x




  

1

0

mod ( ) .
n

i j

ij

j

x p x v x






.i j k

j k i

S a b
 

 

2( 1)

0

.
n

i ji j

j

c v S
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three elements using table look-up, respectively. Suppose that the element in 4(2 )GF  is 

represented as
2( )xxxx  , where (2)x GF  , i.e. x=0 or x=1. 

Table 2. Table Look-Up over 4(2 )GF  

Power Representation Binary Representation 
0  0001 
1  0010 
2  0100 
3  1000 
4  0011 
5  0110 
6  1100 
7  1011 
8  0101 
9  1010 
10  0111 
11  1110 
12  1111 
13  1101 
14  1001 

 

Example 1. Compute
2 2(1000) (1100)  . Since 3

2(1000)    and 6

2(1100)  , 
3 6 9

2 2(1000) (1100)        . By looking up Table 2, we have 9

2(1010)   . 

Therefore,
2 2 2(1000) (1100) (1010)  . 

Example 2. Compute
2 2(1011) (1101)  . Since 7

2(1011)    and 13

2(1101)  , 
7 13 20 20 15 5

2 2(1011) (1101) mod          . By looking up Table 2, we 

have 5

2(0110)   . Therefore,
2 2 2(1011) (1101) (0110)  . 

Example 3. Compute 2 2 2(1000) (1011) (1101)  . Since 3

2(1000)   , 7

2(1011)   

and 13

2(1101)  , 3 7 13 23 23 15 8

2 2 2(1000) (1011) (1101) mod             . By looking 

up Table 2, we have 8

2(0101)   . Therefore,
2 2 2 2(1000) (1011) (1101) (0101)    . 

It can be observed from these examples that computing multiplication of three elements 

is very efficient when using table look-up. 
 

3.4. Multiplier over 2((2 ) )nGF   

Multiplication of Two Elements. Let ( ) h la x a x a    and ( ) h lb x b x b    be the 

elements in 2((2 ) )nGF , where
ha  , 

la  ,
hb   , 

lb  are elements in (2 )nGF  . 

Then the multiplication of a(x) and b(x) can be expressed as 

 2( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ( ) ) mod ( ).h l h l h h h l l h l la x b x a x a b x b a b x a b a b x a b q x          

We perform the polynomial multiplication and reduction module the irreducible 

polynomial 2( )q x x x e    , where e is a constant in (2 )nGF . Then we have 

 ( )( )h h l h l l lc a a b b a b     , 

 l l l h hc a b a b e  . 

It can be observed that the critical path of multiplication of two elements over 
2((2 ) )nGF  includes one multiplication, one constant multiplication and one addition 

over (2 )nGF . 
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Multiplication of Three Elements. Suppose that ( ) h la x a x a  , ( ) h lb x b x b   and 

( ) h lc x c x c    are elements in 2((2 ) )nGF  . ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )mod ( )d x a x b x c x q x   is computed 

through
3 2( ) ( ) ( ( ) ( ) )mod ( ),h l h h h h l h l h h h h l l l h h l l l h l l l ld x d x d a b c x a b c a b c a b c x a b c a b c a b c x a b c q x         

where   

 ( ) ,l h h h h l h l h h h h l l l l hd e a b c a b c a b c a b c a b c d       

 ,h h h h h h h l h l h h h h l l l h h l l l h lea b c a b c a b c a b c a b c a b c a b c a b c          

 2( ) , (2 ).nq x x x e e GF      

 Therefore, it can be observed that the critical path of multiplication of three elements 

over 2((2 ) )nGF   includes one constant multiplication, one multiplication, and three 

additions over (2 )nGF  . 

 

4. Theoretical Evaluation of Performance 

Multiplications of two elements and three elements are computed by invoking two-

input multiplier (CM2) and three-input multiplier (CM3) over 2((2 ) )nGF , respectively. 

In the following, we prove invoking CM3 is faster than invoking CM2 when 

computing multiplication of three elements. We give some definitions at first.
2M , 

3M  , 

CM   and A stand for multiplication of two elements and three elements, constant 

multiplication and addition over (2 )nGF  , respectively. 

We give Lemma 1 from the view of critical path. 

Lemma 1. The critical path by invoking CM3 is shorter than the one by invoking CM2 

when computing multiplication of three elements. 

First, the critical path of computing multiplication of two elements by invoking CM2 

can be evaluated as follows, 

 
2 2 .CT M M A     

Second, the critical path of computing multiplication of three elements by invoking 

CM2 is double, i.e. 

 
2 22 2( ).CT M M A     

Third, the critical path of computing multiplication of three elements by invoking CM3 

can be evaluated as follows, 

 
3 3 3 .CT M M A     

The difference between 
22T   and 

3T   is, 

 2 3 2 32 2 .CD T T M M M A        

Finally, we need to prove
2 32M M   and

CM A  . 

There are no overlaps in 
0 1 0a a b    and

2 3 1a a b   , where 
0 1 2 3 0 1, , , , ,a a a a b b   are 

elements over a finite field. On the other hand, there are overlaps in
4 5 6 2a a a b    , where 

4 5 6 2, , ,a a a b   are elements over a finite field. Therefore, multiplication of three elements is 

faster than two multiplication of two elements and we have
2 32M M  . Since addition is 

much faster than constant multiplication over finite fields, we have
CM A  . 

Therefore, 0D   is proved. In other words, when computing multiplication of three 

elements, three-input multipliers are faster than two-input multipliers. 
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5. Implementation 

 
5.1. Overview of the Implementation 

We implement our multipliers on 2,3,4,5,6,7,9,11,13,15n  , respectively. Our 

multipliers can perform each multiplication over a finite field within one clock 

cycle. Our design is programmed in VHDL by using Quartus II, and implemented on 

a EP2S130F1020I4 FPGA device, which is a member of ALTERA Stratix II family.  

Furthermore, this design can be generalized to cover other devices of FPGA. All 

the experimental results mentioned in the following are extracted after place and 

route. 

 

5.2. Multiplication over (2 )nGF   

 

Figure 2. Comparison on Multiplications over (2 )nGF  

Table 3 depicts the performance of our multipliers over (2 )nGF   for 

multiplication of two elements with table look-up (GLUT2) and polynomial basis 

(GPB2), multiplication of three elements with table look-up (GLUT3) and 

polynomial basis (GPB3), respectively. 

It can be observed from Table 3 that if we choose GLUT2 over 2(2 )GF  , 

multiplication of three elements requires 2 8.505  ns. If we choose GLUT3 

over 2(2 )GF , it requires 8.591 ns. Since 2 8.505 8.591   , GLUT3 is faster than 

GLUT2 for multiplication of three elements. If we choose GPB2 over 2(2 )GF , 

multiplication of three elements requires 2 8.620   ns. If we choose GPB3 
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over 2(2 )GF , it requires 17.238 ns. Since 2 8.620 17.238   , GPB3 is faster than GPB2 

for multiplication of three elements. 

Table 3. Executing Time (ns) of Multiplications over (2 )nGF  

Finite Field p(x) GLUT2 GPB2 GLUT3 GPB3 
2(2 )GF  2 1x x   8.505 8.620 8.591 17.238 

3(2 )GF  3 1x x   8.631 8.791 10.616 17.580 

4(2 )GF  4 1x x   10.440 9.569 11.106 19.133 

5(2 )GF  5 2 1x x   11.128 9.634 11.139 19.263 

6(2 )GF  6 1x x   10.575 18.102 11.229 36.198 

7(2 )GF  7 1x x   11.187 10.276 15.359 20.547 

9(2 )GF  9 4 1x x   17.854 13.298 24.749 26.595 

11(2 )GF  11 2 1x x   14.879 11.681 28.117 23.360 

13(2 )GF  13 4 3 1x x x x     23.145 12.643 37.737 25.282 

15(2 )GF  15 4 2 1x x x x     27.275 15.322 68.881 30.640 

 

The comparison on multiplications over (2 )nGF   is given in Figure 2, where (a) is 

multiplications of two elements by invoking GLUT2 and GPB2, respectively and (b) 

is multiplications of three elements by invoking GLUT3 and GPB3, respectively. 

In Figure 2, x and y axes are n and executing time (ns) of multiplication, 

respectively. The curves of the figure show that multiplication on table look-up is 

faster than multiplication on polynomial basis when the field size is small and 

slower when the field size is large. 

 

5.3. Multiplication over 2((2 ) )nGF   

Table 4 depicts the performance of our multipliers over 2((2 ) )nGF  for 

multiplication of two elements with table look-up (LUT2) and polynomial basis 

(PB2), multiplication of three elements with table look-up (LUT3) and polynomial 

basis (PB3), respectively. 

It can be observed from Table 4 that if we choose LUT2 over 2 2((2 ) )GF , 

multiplication of three elements requires 2 9.456  ns. If we choose LUT3 

over 2 2((2 ) )GF , it requires 10.229 ns. Since 2 9.456 10.229  , LUT3 is faster than 

LUT2 for multiplication of three elements. If we choose PB2 over 2 2((2 ) )GF , 

multiplication of three elements requires 2 12.608   ns. If we choose LUT3 

over 2 2((2 ) )GF , it requires 13.530 ns. Since 2 12.608 13.530   , PB3 is faster than PB2 

for multiplication of three elements. 

The comparison on the multiplications over 2((2 ) )nGF  is given in Figure 3, where 

(a) is multiplications of two elements by invoking LUT2 and PB2, respectively and 

(b) is multiplications of three elements by invoking LUT3 and PB3, respectively. 
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Table 4. Executing Time (ns) of Multiplications over 2((2 ) )nGF  

Field p(x) q(x) LUT2 PB2 LUT3 PB3 
2 2(2 )  2 1x x   2 3x x   9.456 12.608 10.229 13.530 

3 2(2 )  3 1x x   2 5x x   10.304 12.226 13.215 14.873 

4 2(2 )  4 1x x   2 9x x   11.422 12.842 22.062 16.354 

5 2(2 )  5 2 1x x   2 8x x   15.072 13.792 16.653 17.706 

6 2(2 )  6 1x x   2 33x x   14.535 14.698 21.234 20.425 

7 2(2 )  7 1x x   2 113x x   15.563 14.689 21.698 20.989 

9 2(2 )  9 4 1x x   2 32x x   19.621 16.143 27.215 23.268 

1 21(2 )  11 2 1x x   2 1367x x   27.541 17.558 34.348 24.441 

3 21(2 )  13 4 3 1x x x x     2 3085x x   30.133 19.125 36.794 27.642 

5 21(2 )  15 4 2 1x x x x     2 16395x x   48.575 19.947 57.344 26.917 

 

In Figure 3, x and y axes are n and executing time (ns) of multiplication, 

respectively. The curves of the figure show that multiplication on table look-up is 

faster than multiplication on polynomial basis when the field size is small and 

slower when the field size is large. 

 

5.4. Comparison  

Suppose that GLUT2, GPB2, GLUT3, GPB3 are performed over (2 )mGF  and 

LUT2, PB2, LUT3, PB3 are performed over ( /2) 2((2 ) )mGF  . The comparison on 

multiplications over (2 )mGF  and ( /2) 2((2 ) )mGF is given in Figure 4, where (a) is 

multiplications of two elements by invoking GLUT2, GPB2, LUT2, PB2, 

respectively and (b) is multiplications of three elements by invoking GLUT3, GPB3, 

LUT3, PB3, respectively. 

In Figure 4, x and y axes are m and executing time (ns) of multiplication, 

respectively. The curves of the figure show that LUT2, LUT3 are faster than 

GLUT2, GLUT3 and GPB2, GPB3 are faster than PB2, PB3. In other words, table 

look-up and polynomial basis are more efficient over 2((2 ) )nGF   and (2 )nGF  , 

respectively. 
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Figure 3. Comparison on Multiplications over 2((2 ) )nGF  

5.5. Example 

Suppose that we compute multiple multiplications of two elements and three 

elements, e.g. 

 If we use two-input multipliers, 22m m  multiplications of two elements are 

required. If we use three-input multipliers, 2m m  multiplications are required. If 

the computation is performed over 2 2((2 ) )GF  , the execution time for using LUT2 

and LUT3 is 29(2 )m m   and 210( )m m , respectively. 

Since 1m  , 2 218 9 10 10m m m m   . 

It can be observed that when performing multiple multiplications, three-input 

multipliers are faster 

 

 

 

 

 

1 1 1

0 0 0

( ) .
m m m

ij i j i i

i j i

x x x 
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Figure 4. Comparison Multiplications over Different Fields 

6. Comparison 

To the best of our knowledge, the existing fastest multipliers over small finite fields on 

FPGAs is [16]. Then we compare our multipliers with [16], which is presented in Table 5. 

It can be observed from Table 5 that if we choose our multipliers over 5(2 )GF , 

multiplication of two elements and three elements require 9.634 ns and 11.106 ns, 

respectively. Since 9.634 ns <13.2 ns (First class from [16]), our multiplier is faster when 

computing multiplication of two elements. On the other hand, since 11.106 ns < 2 13.2  

ns (First class from [16]), our multiplier is faster when computing multiplication of three 

elements. 

Therefore, the comparison clearly demonstrates that our multipliers are faster than 

other multipliers when computing multiplications of three elements.  

Table 5. Comparison of Our Design and other Multipliers 

 Proposed two-

input(ns) 

Proposed three-

input(ns) 

First class(ns) 

[16] 

Second 

class(ns) [16] 
5(2 )GF  9.634 11.106 13.2 13.3 

7(2 )GF  10.276 15.359 13.9 14.3 

9(2 )GF  13.298 24.749 15.9 15.1 

15(2 )GF  15.322 30.640 19.5 19.2 
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7. Applications 

Multiplication of three elements over finite fields is playing a key role in mathematical 

and cryptographic applications. In the following, we present two applications of our 

multipliers, i.e. Gaussian elimination and multivariate signature schemes. 

 

7.1. Gaussian Elimination over Finite Fields 

Gaussian elimination can be performed by transforming Ax=b into the equivalent 

system A'x = b', where A' is an upper triangular matrix. 

Table 6. Comparison of Gaussian Eliminations Using Different Multipliers 

 Time(ns) Frequency(MHz) Cycles Ratio 

Two-

Input(LUT) 

4235 90.9 385 1.0* 

Three-

Input(LUT) 

3630 90.9 330 1.14 

Two-Input(PB) 5390 71.4 385 1.0* 

Three-

Input(PB) 

4620 71.4 330 1.14 

         *The speed of Gaussian Elimination using two-input multipliers is normalized to 

1.0. 

The original Gaussian elimination uses two-input multipliers, which requires 385 

multiplications with matrix size10 11 .Gaussian elimination using three-input multipliers 

requires 330 multiplications with matrix size 10 11 . 

The comparisons of two-input and three input multipliers for Gaussian elimination 

over 2 2((2 ) )GF   are depicted in Table 6, where we adapt LUT2 and PB2 for two-input 

multipliers and LUT3 and PB3 for three-input multipliers, respectively. It can be observed 

from Table 6 that three-input multipliers are faster and require less clock cycles than two-

input multipliers when performing Gaussian elimination. 

 

7.2. Multivariate Signature Schemes 

There are multiple multiplications of three elements in multivariate signature schemes, 

e.g. Rainbow and TTS. In the following, we use our multipliers to speed up Rainbow and 

TTS. 

Table 7 is the implementations of Rainbow and TTS using two-input and three-input 

multipliers, respectively. It can be observed from Table 7 that three-input multipliers are 

able to speed up Rainbow and TTS. 

Table 7. Rainbow and TTS Signatures Using Two-Input and Thee-Input 
Multipliers 

 2-input 

Multi. 

3-input 

Multi. 

Clock 

Cycle 

Frequency 

(MHz) 

Time   

(us) 

Ratio  of 

Speed 

2-

input(Rainbow) 

5810 - 5876 50 118 1.14 

3-input  

(Rainbow) 

2340 2109 4515 50 90.3 1.0* 

2-input  (TTS) 2088 - 2136 50 42.7 1.14 

3-input (TTS) 1184 647 1879 50 37.6 1.0* 

* The speed of using three-input multipliers is normalized to 

1.0. 
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8. Conclusions and Future Improvements 

We propose three-input multipliers that extends the improvements on the 

multiplication of three elements in three directions compared with the known results. 

First, since most of multivariate cryptographic schemes can be implemented over small 

composite fields 2((2 ) )nGF  , our multipliers can execute multiplications over such fields. 

Second, since multivariate cryptography requires multiplication of two elements and three 

elements, our multipliers can compute both of them. Third, since table look-up and 

polynomial basis methods have advantages of speed in different fields, respectively, our 

multipliers can perform multiplications based on these methods. 

We test and verify our design on a FPGA. Experimental results show that our 

multipliers are faster than other two-input multipliers when computing multiplication of 

three elements, e.g. multiplication of three elements over 4 2((2 ) )GF   is 28.4% faster 

(executing time 16.354 ns). We demonstrate the improvement of our multipliers 

mathematically. Moreover, they can speed up Gaussian elimination and implementations 

of multivariate cryptography, e.g. TTS is 14% faster (executing time 37.6 ns). Besides, 

our multipliers can also be used in other mathematical and cryptographic applications. 

There is still space for improvements of our work and the upper limit of the speed of 

our multipliers is not reached yet. First, our multipliers can adapt other methods for 

multiplication, e.g. normal basis, dual basis. Second, our design can be extended 

to ((2 ) )n mGF . Third, our design are also suitable for multiplication of multiple elements, 

namely the number of elements larger than three. 
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